Together Students Achieve
Principal: Mr Paul Willerton
Monday 30 November 2020
Dear Parent/Carer
Due to the current Covid-19 situation this has led to amendments to our Academy day. Having now
had time to reflect, please see below for a number of changes to our current behaviour systems.
Late to the Academy Detention:
Students’ punctuality is imperative to them fully accessing not only their education but also it is an
important skill for life after the academy.
Moving forward, from Monday 30 November any student that is late three times to the Academy in a
half-term period will now serve a 30 minute end of day detention on the same day. For every late
following that they will receive another 30 minute end of day detention.
Any student that is persistently late (seven times in a half-term period) they will receive an automatic
one hour end of day detention - to take place on a Friday.
We understand there may be genuine circumstances where a student might be late to the Academy
regularly and so we ask please can you make us aware of this if you haven’t already done so.
Late to Lesson Detention:
Any student late to lessons more than four times in a week will complete a Friday end of day detention
for 30 minutes.
Wearing Masks/Face Coverings:
Whilst the majority of our students have been exceptional in wearing their masks around site, if a
student has to be told repeatedly to put their mask on, they will be placed in Internal Exclusion for the
day.
Can we please request that you ensure that your child has their mask with them before leaving in a
morning. Students who do not have masks will be stopped at the entrance gate and provided with a
disposable mask at the cost of 50p. It is a compulsory requirement to wear masks around site.
There are circumstances where a student or a member of staff might be exempt from wearing a mask
and we now have a list of those within this group.
Thank you again for your support in ensuring that we uphold the highest expectations of students at
the academy.
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any queries.
Yours faithfully
Ms G Medare
Assistant Principal
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